4-H Rabbit Activity # 2 key
Famous rabbits in popular culture, cartoons or literature
1. What was the name of the 6 foot imaginary rabbit that co-starred with Jimmy Steward in a 1950 film of the
same name? HARVEY
2. What bunny represents a brand of General Mills cereal? TRIX

3. Who tangles with Elmer Fudd and Yosemite Sam in cartoons? BUGS BUNNY
4. Who is pink, and wears sunglasses and keeps going, and going, and going? THE ENERGIZER BUNNY
5. What was the name of the rabbit that co-starred in the Disney movie Bambi? THUMPER
6. Who outruns the tortoise at first, but loses the race to overconfidence? THE HARE
7. Who loses his blue jacket in a garden in the classic English Children’s story book? PETER RABBIT
8. Referring to question #7, what are his sisters names? FLOPSY, MOPSY , and COTTONTAIL
9. Alice chases this bunny down the rabbit hole? THE WHITE RABBIT
10. What rabbit was on the popular chocolate milk syrup containers? NESQUICK BUNNY
11. In the Disney movie Robin Hood, who was the 7 year old rabbit that idolized Robin Hood? SKIPPY
12. What fictional species is a combination of jack rabbit and antelope? JACKALOPE
13. In the cartoon series Arthur, what was Arthur’s best buddy’s name? BUSTER BAXTER
14. In literature, a plushy toy rabbit was transformed into a real rabbit by the love and care of his owner?
THE VELVETEEN RABBIT
15. What 3 rabbits were featured in Alice in Wonderland? MARCH HARE, MAD HATTER and WHITE RABBIT
16. In a story written by A.A.Milne, what bunny lived in the Hundred Acre Wood? RABBIT
17. Judy Hopps from Bunnyburrow is a featured character in what Disney movie released in 2016? ZOOTOPIA
18. An engaging elderly bunny with rheumatism, featured in literature and board games? UNCLE WIGGLY
19. Name the main character in the 1988 live action/animated film, in which he was accused of murder?
WHO FRAMED ROGER RABBIT?
20. In the book, Watership Down, who is the largest and bravest rabbit? BIGWIG
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